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BRADLEY ABRAHAM FAREWELLS RIAUS AFTER EIGHT YEARS
Cosmos publisher begins the search for a new CEO and Director to take the organisation forward.
Bradley Abraham could be forgiven for feeling a little nervous as he sat in the production studio at the Science Exchange
in Adelaide one September afternoon in 2015.
The then General Manager, now CEO, of The Royal Institution of Australia shared the space with the world’s best-known
astrophysicist, Professor Brian Cox, while more than 16,000 students waited in 400 schools across Australia to
participate in an interactive, online Q&A.
And they did so! The first major public outing for Australia’s Science Channel went off without a hitch, and the next
phase of the organisation’s development was under way.
Today the digital video-on-demand platform developed by The Royal Institution is an important part of our mission to
communicate and amplify science to Australia’s scientific and non-scientific community.
It is complemented by Cosmos (in print and online), the international science film festival Scinema, online educational
and curriculum resources for students, and The Ultimate Careers Guide for students.
Bradley can look back with pride on the success and growth of this impressive portfolio of activity as he prepares to
leave the organisation after eight years.
The Royal Institution of Australia was not yet two years old when he first came on board in late 2011 as General
Manager to develop processes and administrative procedures and run the general operations.
After five years as General Manager years, Bradley then took over as Chief Executive in 2016, allowing him to further
implement his broader vision.
“There is a lot of room for experimentation in development at the Royal Institution,” he says, “and that’s essential if we
are to reach all of Australia, amplifying our achievements in science with high-quality relevant content.
“The organisation is very agile and passionate about its mission and the role of the CEO is about maintaining this agility
and fuelling this passion.
“A great example of that agility was our ability to integrate Cosmos into the organisation so quickly and efficiently.”
A sister organisation of the two-centuries-old Royal Institution of Great Britain, The Royal Institution of Australia started
out simply – providing public lectures on scientific topics from its headquarters in Adelaide.
Over the past decade, however, it has grown into one of Australia’s largest multi-media science (and STEM in general)
organisations. Scinema, for example, is now one of the largest science events in the country, with over 90,000 attendees
each year.
The Royal Institution also manages the Bragg Fellowship, which acknowledges the achievements of the biggest names in
Australian science.
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Much of the organisation’s success has been due to its ability to collaborate with a wide cross section of the community.
“We have great partnerships with governments, business and academic institutions,” Bradley says.
“I have engaged with Prime Ministers and Premiers, the CEOs of major corporations who support the institution, the VCs
of Australia’s universities, which are generous with their support.
“Without ongoing commercial robustness and profitability in our operations, we stall”.
Founding Royal Institution of Australia Chairman Peter Yates says Bradley has laid the platform for his successor to drive
even greater scale, commercial support and activity around the organisation’s products to better service the scientific
message of institutions, the awareness of science in the community and strengthen public engagement with the
scientific community.
“Bradley and team have done a great job in laying the basis for this growth. There is enormous scope for the new CEO
to bring his or her ideas and energy into growing the organisation and making it commercially sustainable,” he says.
“To do this for science communication in Australia would be a fine achievement for any executive with the passion to
make this happen. Just imagine being able to claim the development of National Geographic in the United States as an
achievement. That opportunity exists with the Royal Institution here in Australia.”
Importantly, Peter adds, the new CEO will have the support of the Board to inject his or her ideas and creativity into the
organisation.
“We back grand ideas. As a board we aspire to allow our CEO to take their ideas and turn them into a vision and back
this vision into concrete achievement.
“Our board are experienced. They are leaders in their fields. What we are after is the right person who has great ideas
and the drive to make these ideas real. We need a leader who wants to deliver real tangible achievements and we will
back them”.
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Royal Institution of Australia – CEO
•
•
•

Lead an extraordinary organisation into the future
A strength of media and opportunity to diversify
Collaborate with a highly valuable Board of expert Directors

The Royal Institution of Australia is a national charitable institution with a mission to promote public
awareness and understanding of all things science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Established in 2009, it is the only sister organisation of the prestigious Royal Institution of Great Britain (est
1799).
The organisation operates from The Science Exchange in Adelaide, South Australia, but boasts a substantial
national and international audience for its activities. After a highly successful and transformational 8 years at
the helm, the organisation is now offering a strategic, passionate, commercial and above all innovative CEO
the opportunity to take the business into the next phase of growth.
Coupled with the development of organisational strategy and implementation responsibilities, the CEO will
hold full accountability for the day to day activities such as facilities management and operations relating to
the venue itself, all education and outreach programs, marketing and policy.
The extensive media side of the organisation spans across both print and digital platforms that include Cosmos
Magazine, Australia’s Science Channel, The Scinema film festival and The Ultimate Careers Guide.
Other commercial business opportunities exist and with a healthy board appetite to expand and diversify the
business, the new CEO will seek to convert these opportunities and boost the profitability and brand
awareness nationally.
The role will suit an entrepreneurial leader with a passion for science and a deliberate commitment to
innovate and disrupt the norm and status quo. You will enjoy the challenge of building and maintaining a high
level of networks with key stakeholders and negotiating business activities that ultimately lead to commercial
return profitability for the organisation. You will have led suitably qualified teams of people and driven a high
performance culture. You will have run a successful business that is progressive and a leader in its field and
demonstrated your capability to build and maintain key stakeholder relationships in both the private and
public sectors. This opportunity will reward a visionary and credible CEO and provide the rare and exciting
prospect of making an impact on a global scale in an industry that is ever changing and evolving.
You can apply for the position here https://www.mortonphilips.com.au/current-advertisements?ja-

job=919905
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